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Before the initial round of beams and detectors for the
Fixed Target Tevatron Program (which will sometimes be called
TeV II in the following text) are firmly determined, it is useful
to look more closely at what important physics questions can be
addressed there. The workshop whose results are summarized in
the following papers was arranged for that purpose. The goal was
to go beyond broad statements such as "Test QCD" to give detailed
descriptions of significant physics problems which are in the
realm of TeV II.

Whenever a new accelerator facility is turned on, it may be
that its main contribution will be in surprising areas that no
one has thought of. Although that is certainly possible, it is
considerably less likely today, now that QCD may be the theory of
strong interactions and SU(2)xU(1) the theory of electroweak
interactions. Both of these have been formulated and partially
tested in the energy range available to TeV II, and it is perhaps
even probable that they will remain valid there. One important
role of TeV I I will be to further test these theories. On the
other hand, there are fundamental unsolved problems in particle
physics today, and there are a number of ways in which break
throughs in providing experimental input to grand unification,
the flavor problem, and spontaneous symmetry breaking could come
from TeV II.

From the perspective of possible experimental input to
solving fundamental problems in particle physics one might list
the main problems as:

1. Is QCD really the correct theory of strong interactions?
Further tests are needed to confirm every aspect of QCD predic
tions. Is experimental input useful for soft QCD, for helping to
solve the confinement problem, and for deciding if quarks and
gluons interacting via QCD can account for the observed hadrons
and their interactions?

2. Is SU(2)xU(1) really the correct electroweak theory?

3. What is the physics of spontaneous symmetry breaking?
Are there fundamental Higgs bosons, or is there dynamical
symmetry breaking giving composite bosons, or perhaps no particle
states below the TeV scale?

4. Is there a grand unification of QCD and SU(2)xU(1)?
What is it?

5. Why are there several families of quarks and leptons?
How many? Are they really copies or do heavier families show
some different properties?
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6. Are there unexpected discoveries to make? These could
come in two kinds. First, there could be truly unexpected
findings, such as a fourth family, heavy neutral leptons, light
colored Higgs, and (obviously) unspecifiable things. Second,
there could be results that fit wi thin the framework of the
theories we have. Is the weak isospin eigenvalue of the right
handed muon really zero? Are the charged currents all really
V-A? Many of these kinds of questions can be checked at TeV II.

For the rest of this
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v Masses and Osci11ations

Whether v masses are zero, and their values if they are not,
will tell us a great deal about grand unification and theories in
which lepton number is not conserved, as well as about cosmology.
Present experiments are suggestive of effects of non-zero masses
and are stimulating much more work; theoretical arguments have
been discussed for several years.

At TeV II, the effects of
lations from one v into others.
proportional to

sin 2 2a sin 2

v masses would show up as oscil
The probability of an effect is

At TeV II only mass differences ~ 10 eV are likely to be observ
able. This is an a ttracti ve range as it can arise in theories
and is the range needed if neutrino masses are relevant for
solving cosmology problems (see recent work of E. Witten).

At the same time, the mixing angles a might be expected to
be rather small, e.g., a ~ Sc' so sin 2 2a ~ 0.1. Many experi
ments cannot deal with such a small effect, and no present oscil
lation data touch this range.

One amusing possibi Ii ty for an experiment which would be
unique to TeV II and might be able to see a small effect is to
take advantage of the well-known result that at E v = 600 GeV one
has s = m~ for vee scattering, so that the p resonance is formed
in the center of mass.



This only occurs for \Ie in the standard theory (which allows a
sensi ti ve test for lepton number violation by checking if it
happens for v

lJ
' v

lJ
' ve ). Thus by starting with beams with Ii t

tIe ve contamination and looking for some v by finding a p- in
the center of mass one has a sellsi ti ve pro1>e. The peak cross
section is about 1. 5 x 10- 3 8 cm 2; it is enhanced from the off
resonance contribution by about (mp/r p)2 '" 30. Since the peak
cross section is known it also can serve to normalize beams.

The question of the existenee of v T is, in a sense, espe
cially important. If the existing SU (2 )xU (1) theory is right it
is already known, from the absence of T + eee, T + lJee, T + lJlJ lJ,

r + e lJ lJ at the few per cent level, that T must have its own
light v (see Al terelli et al., Horn and Ross, Fri tzsch, 1977).
So the absence of a v r would have an extraordinary impact on the
theory, essentially establishing that SU(2)xU(1) was not valid
for the 3rd family. Since r decays are as expected in the
theory, that is very unlikely.

It is very important to work toward checking that the
charged and neutral current v T interactions are as expected.
While the neutral current may not be separable from others,
the T charged current may be reasonable for TeV II study in later
experiments.

Quark Mixing Angles

The eigenstates of weak interactions are not the same as the
quark mass eigenstates, so there are mixing angles. There are
fundamental parameters like the Cabibbo angle (which is one of
them) that need measurement. From the b-quark lifetime, its
decays, and its production, some mixing angle measurements can be
made. Al though production of a t-quark may be difficult, it
would be easy if mixing angles were large, so limits on t produc
tion in v reactions could provide useful limits on the angles.

CP Violation

Does TeV II allow experiments to study the origin of CP
violation that are as useful as those at other machines, or more
useful?

t-Quark

Apparently a t-quark is not seen at PETRA. Before TeV II it
will be known definitely from b-quark decays whether there is a
t-quark, but its mass will be unknown. The next chance to find
it will be at TeV II.



Further, if there is a sufficiently light, charged, Riggs
like boson a~ (see the Riggs physics section below), e.g., as
expected in fhe technicolor theory, where it has a mass of about
8 GeV (Dimopoulos, Raby, Kane), then the usual d~cays t .. bqq or
t .. bR.v will not dominate. Instead, t .. baT will dominate
because it is semi-weak. This is a real possibi11ty that must be
considered. If t is found and does not decay this way, it gives
an important limit on the mass of aT.

Rare Processes

Current theoretical ideas such as technicolor or flavor uni
fication now often lead us to expect rare decays with typical
gauge couplings and gauge boson masses in the 10-50 TeV region.
This suggest that many rare proceses such as K .. lie; K .. lTlle;
r+ .. Pile; E .. Aile; T .. eee, eell, ellll, 111111; D .. lTlle; F .. Klle will
occur with branching ratios at the 10- 9 or 10- 10 level. It is no
longer a random "shot in the dark" to expect a non-zero result in
such a search. Good limits will now restrict theories in a
significant way. The process r+ .. p lie may be very nice as it is
non-zero in essentially all models, and no limit is published at
present.

Left-Right Symmetry?

Often theory arguments lead to the expectation that right
handed charged currents should be significant. It is extremely
important to check experimentally for such effects. This can be
done in the usual way at TeV II in v reactions, by examining y
distributions. Possibly it can be checked for v T ' if it is not
already shown to be V-A there from T decays. A very good TeV II
test is the comparison of lIN .. \IX for left- and right- handed
muons. A test for the (c,s) current is available in D .. KlTR.\I and
for the (b,c) current in B .. Dd,v; with of order 10" examples of
D .. K IT R. v per day, it may prov ide a good place for testing both
the Lorentz structure of charm decay and studying CP violation in
a new place.

Biggs Physics. Technicolor

Since spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs, some Riggs
physics must occur. It is there waiting to be found. Although
the masses of fundamental Riggs bosons are not yet calculable,
experiments could put useful contraints on ranges of masses and
couplings. In the technicolor theory it is possible (Dimopoulos,
Raby, Kane) to calculate the masses of the higher states (pseudo
Nambu-Goldstone bosons). One expects a charged pseudoscalar with
m ~ 8 GeV and two neutrals with m ( 2.5 GeV. Experimentally, the
charged Higgs is probably heavier than the b-quark or the b would
decay into it semiweakly • There are essentially no known con
straints on the masses of neutral scalars or pseudoscalars.
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The charged technicolor pseudo decays mainly to TV
T

(about
40%), cS (about 40%), and cb (about 20%).* The neutrals decay
mainly to IJ+ IJ- (about 1/3) and to H, K R: (about 2/3 total).
They may have an important KR (parity violating) decay.

Detecting W±?

Can one find explicit signs of charged vector bosons at
TeV II? The energy is too low to produce one, so it must be an
indirect signal. One hope is obviously to study the total v
cross sections to see a departure from the straight-line rise.
Another, perhaps more favorable, is to study the y dependence
of do/dy, looking for departures from a flat distribution.
Scaling violations affect these tests, but by the time they are
performed it is likely that we can reliably correct for them. It
is hoped that W± will have been found by then and one will be
confirming their interactions.

Charmed Baryons

Studying the decay systematics and ma:ss spectra of charmed
baryons (and b-quark baryons) could be of great interest. In
photon beams and hyperon beams it may be possible to produce
large quanti ties of charmed baryons with good signal to noise.
Perhaps even some rare modes could be found.

Neutral-Current Measurements and sin2sW

In the future, measurements of neutral-current interactions
may play a role comparable to that of proton decay in helping
probe experimentally into grand unification and the family
problem. If the Weinberg-Salam theory provides a complete para
meterization of neutral current interactions there can be no
additional D(l) invariant subgroups (i.e., no additional Z
boson). Conversely, if there are additional U (1) invariances
left over from a larger group structure which is broken down,
there will be additional Z' S and additional parameters needed to
describe neutral currents. See recent preprints of Barr and Zee,
and of Deshpande, for discussions.

CarefUl (± 0.01?) measurements of sin2Sw may be one of the
main ways to probe grand unification. That sin2sW is predicted
to 20% accuracy or better by the simplest grand-unification
models is a great accomplishment. Confirming any discrepancy
between experiment and the simplest theory, as accurately as
possible, is important. If there is a discrepancy it will help
tell us what form of grand unification is correct. It is also
important to measure sin 2 Sw well in both low Q2 and in high Q2
interactions to test radiati ve corrections to the lowest-order
electroweak theory.
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Our present knowledge of ve interactions, and test of \lIe
uni versali ty in the neutral current interactions, is not very
good. Differences in family structures could emerge here.

qeD Tests

Among the significant tests of QCD one can emphasize a few.
M:!asuring 0L/oT in deep inelastic reactions at larger Q2 is very
important. Measuring the strong coupling ~(Q2), and confirming
thatit agrees with what is found in e +e is very important.
Using the larger lever arm provided by TeV II (because Q2 ~ 20
GeV2 is not really available to test scaling-violation predic
tions) will be very important. And sorting out the situation in
large PT hadron reactions where perturbati ve QCD is not neces
sarily under control (Ellis, Furman, Haber, and Hinchliffe) may
be important. Heavy quark production will provide important QCD
tests; see later sections.

There are two kinds of spin dependent QCD studies. First,
there are a series of perturbative predictions for quark, gluon,
and photon polarizations. These have the same level of rigor as
QCD jet predictions. Indeed, as has happened before histor
ically, they can serve as an important check on whether the
theory is valid even when cross-section results appear to be as
predicted (see a series of papers by Pumplin, Repco, and Kane).
The measurements are not easy ones.

Second, there are model-dependent spin effects involving
measuring or making assumptions about the polarization of quarks
or gluons in polarized hadrons, such as polarized beams or tar
gets. These provide new knowledge about hadron wave functions,
and allow study of behavior expected from but not rigorously
calculable from QCD.

Using Jets

In addition to testing jet predictions in QCD, we have to
learn to recognize quarks and gluons as jets. Probing many new
things, such as t-quark physics, technicolor, Z decays and width,
may require working with jets. It will be necessary to learn to
do effective mass physics with jets, to identify jet quantum num
bers, etc. While new kinds of physics may not come at TeV II
from using jets, it may be possible to learn there the techniques
that will be very valuable at the Tevatron Collider.

Summary

As
physics
will be
outcome

can be seen from the above list, it is clear that the
results expected from the fixed-target Tevatron program
among the most exci ting of the next decade. One clear
of the study was that some of the most important
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experiments should be dedicated ones rather than multipurpose
detectors. An example was ~+ + p~e, where a dedicated experiment
might hope to gain more than 10 3 in sensi ti vi ty to such a rare
decay. The high-resolution detectors are multipurpose, except
for triggering devices that get very specific. Another result
was that groups of experiments with a common program could be of
great value, and would require planning and foresight on the part
of experimenters and the Laboratory; scaling violation tests,
full determination of the neutral current interactions for a
given family, or measuring the Q2 dependence of sin 2 6W ' are
examples.

Over a few years, the fixed-target Tevatron will produce
perhaps 10 9 charmed particles and 10 6 b-quarks. Using these as
probes of new physics will allow discoveries that are hard to
predict now and will leave room for clever experimenters to do
important experiments.


